12th March 2019

Dear All HKTIC Members,

**Code of Conduct**

Being professional and ethical is what people in testing, inspection and certification (TIC) industry have been striving for all these years as one of the core values. To help organizations implement related policies about integrity, HKTIC collaborated with ICAC years ago and prepared a set of bilingual Code of Conduct specifically for TIC industry which could be downloaded at http://www.hktic.org/template?series=7, with both comprehensive and simplified versions to fit for different needs of Members.

The documents give some practical guidance on how to ensure we continue to behave in a manner that complies with the spirit of integrity, which also set correct values and expected standards of behaviors in the workplace of TIC industry.

Whilst the adoption of the Code of conduct is discretionary, we believe cultivation of integrity and effective ethical management system will help to enhance the credibility of your organization from the perspective of customers.

Should any Member prefer to formulate or review the Code of Conduct for your organization, please feel free to contact the Hong Kong Business Ethics Development Centre of the ICAC:

Phone: 2587-9812
Fax: 2519-7762
Email: hkbbedc@crd.icac.org.hk

Your faithfully,

Patrick S Lee
Chairman
Hong Kong Association for Testing, Inspection and Certification Ltd.